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ABSTRACT

A loss in tightness of a water tube inside a Steam Generator Unit of a Fast Reactor is usually

monitored by hydrogen detection systems. Such systems have demonstrated in the past their

ability to detect a leak in a SGU. However the inciease in size of the SGU or the choice of

ferritic material entails improvement of these systems in order to avoid secondary leak or to

limit damages to the tube bundle. The R & D undertaken in France on this subject is present«'.

INTRODUCTION

The basic principle for water leak dcicction in sodium heated Steam Generators Units (SGUs)

is the measure of the hydrogen created by the reaction between water and sodium. The primary

chemical reaction

Na(l) + H2O(l,g) -» NaOH(l) + 1/2 H2(g) (1)

is complete and instantaneous. The (wo products react in tum, but more slowly and in a

balanced manner with the sodium, in pressure and temperature dependent processes:

Na(l) + 1/2 H2(g) <-+ NaH(l.sIn)

2Na(l) + NaOII(l) <-> NaH(l.sln) + Na2O(l.s!n)
(2)
(3)

The mechanism of diffusion through the nickel membrane of the sensor, requires that the

hydrogen detection device be sensitive both to gaseous (g) and dissolved (l.sln) hydrogen.

The detection device measures the hydrogen flow through the nickel membrane, of which one

face is in contact with the fluid containing hydrogen (sodium or argon) and the other is

maintained in high vacuum.

The vacuum chamber is composed of the following elements:

- tubular nickel sensor,

- ion getter pump,

- diaphragm,

- quadrupolar mass spectrometer, adjusted to mass 2,

- calibrated hydrogen leak unit.

Such systems are used in Phenix and Super-Phenix for hydrogen-in-sodium and hydrogen-in

argon detection systems. They have been described previously and their performances have

been given ' l o 5 . The Super-Phenix arrangement is depicted for example in Fig. L
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Figure 1 - Diagram of hydrogen detection in Super-Phenix

Presently, particular R & D efforts concerning hydrogen detection systems are being conducted
in two directions:

- improvement of the signal processing of classic devices by using sophisticated treatment,

- development of a new kind of apparatus called a multi-channel device.

In addition, computer codes are being developped to describe the hydrogen detection response

to a leak in order to assess the damage occuring in a SGU after a leak.

IMPROVEMENT OF HYDROGEN DETECTION SYSTEMS

In a previous paper 5, improvement of the detection performance for Super-Phenix by the way
of a particular type of signal processing was presented. A brief recall is made here in order to
facilitate comparison between actual performances of detection systems and anticipated
performances of new apparatus presently under development.

Description of Supcr-Phenix in-sodium detection systems

Two devices referred to as BDII make the corr.parison of the measured H2 concentration with a

pre-set threshold value in order to trigger alarm or automatic action. The sampling point for

these devices is downstream of the SGU (Fi^. 1).

In addition, the signals from the BDH are digitally processed by a prototype computer fttfJ.

The measured hydrogen concentration value is stored every two seconds by the BDD digital

processor which (hen processes the stored information in two ways:

- smoothing of the signal — to remove short term variations and signal noise — lo reduce the

number of spurious trips,

- calculating the average slope of the signal to indicate the leak flow rate (the greater the slope,

the greater the flow rate).

Possibility for multi-channel in-sodium detection systems

Multi-channel hydrogen detection systems are presently under development. They consist in

comparing the hydrogen concentration measured in different parts of the SGU and provide a

great sensitivity. Their application to Super-Phenix is possible since sampling devices already

exist in the SGUs. Presently, these sampling points located at the bottom of the tube bundle arc

connected to a channel selector (its use is only planned for the purpose of localization of the

leak after a possible sodium-water reaction). Although the multi-channel system performs best

when applied to a helical steam generator, by using the division in eight well-separated parts

(octants), it can also be applied to straight tubes SGUs and its application to E.F.R. (European

Fast Reactor) is under study.

The advantage of the multi-channel system applied to Super-Phenix is due lo hydrogen

overconcentration which occurs when a leak happens:

- by a factor of 8 at the bottom of the tube bundle,

- by a factor of 10 at the inlet water zone.

Moreover, differential signal processing allows elimination of normal hydrogen concentration

background fluctuations since they occur simultaneously for every channel.



Multi-channel system prototype

The basic principle of operation of the system is given in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2 - Multi-channel hydrogen detection systems

The apparatus consists of:

- an exchanger-induction heater with n channels providing temperature regulation for every

sample,

- an associated vacuum system consisting of an ionic pump which maintains high vacuum on

one side of the nickel membrane of every channel. The ionic pump current is proportional to

the mean concentration of the n channels,

- a measuring system constituted by two alternative options which arc concurrently tested:

. in a first system, only one mass spectrometer is used. It is sequentially connected to each

of the n channels by means of a vacuum selector,

. for the second system, there are as many mass spectrometers as channels.
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The prototype system is presently under test on the SET facility in Cadarache. The installation
consists of:

- a six-channel module, displayed in Fig. 3,

- a hydrogen injection system.

ULTRA-HIGH
VACUUM CIRCUIT

Ion gelter pump

Adjustable valves

a Mass spectrometers

12kW heater

Heat-exchanger

Sodium sampling lines

Figure 3 - Multi-channel hydrogen detection prototype module

A hydraulic distributor divides the sodium flow at the module inlet into six equivalent lines

simulating the different sampling lines in the SGU. Each line is connected to the nickel sensor

through the exchanger-heater system. One line is diverted towards the hydrogen injection

system, which consists of a nickel membrane, induction-heated, connected to hydrogen tank. A

cooler is placed at the sodium exit to allow an identical sodium temperature for all six lines at the

heat exchanger inlet. Each sodium flow can be individually adjusted, thanks to control valves

and electromagnetic flowmeters.
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The six associated vacuum circuits are evacuated with the help of a 2001/s RfBER ionic pump.

Individual control valves allow slight hydrogen partial pressure adjustment for each line for a

given hydrogen flux through the nickel membrane. An electromagnetic type channel selector is

used to sequentially connect every channel on a 3 seconds duration basis. Seven mass

spectrometers are used, six for the individual channels, one for the vacuum selector. A

calibrated hydrogen leak unit connected to the vacuum selector is used for calibration of the

mass spectrometers.

Installation of the multi-channel detection device in EFR

The sodium samplings in the SGU that will be diverted towards the multi-channel system are

still under study. The response time of the detection system will depend on the locations of the

samplings in respect of the sodium transit times.

The choice of the sampling locations depends essentially on the rate of turbulent diffusion of

hydrogen in the sodium.

Tests on a water mock-up are now underway to evaluate (his effect. One of two situations may

occur:

- There is a good diffusion of the hydrogen in the bundle. The samplings will be distributed

along the tubes at various axial levels and will go down along the shell towards the outlet

sampling.

A reference sampling is taken at the inlet of the bundle, three along the tubes and the last one

on the outlet pipe (see Fig. 4).

- There is a bad diffusion of the hydrogen in the bundle : the samplings will be put on the

outlet pipes (see Fig. 5).

In both cases there will be a sampling in the quasi stagnant region located upon the lower plate

and the sampling tubes will be held by the grid supports.

Figure 4 - Samplings at different levels
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OBJECTIVES OF MODELLING THE RESPONSE

OF HYDROGEN DETECTORS

Modelling of the response of hydrogen detectors is done for three reasons :

- to predict the response of detectors in order to compare the performance of different devices

in view of optimizing the design of a protection system,

- to verify changes affecting the detectors once they are in service by comparing the theoretical

prediction with the observation of the response to a known excitation and,

- to determine by calculation the flow rate of a leak based on a signal recorded at a detector

output.

Two codes are being developed to answer these objectives : one, called HYDET, at the CEA

and one called CALHYPSO, at EDF. Both are based on the same analysis of the physical

phenomena involved, but their specific possibilities differ due to the priority given to the

different objectives during their design.

- HYDET simulates the response of conventional multi-channel detection systems. However,

to limit the computation load it simplifies the behavior of the products of the sodium-water

reaction. HYDET is pan of the PROPANA code, the purpose of which is to describe the

propagation of a leak in steam generators of all types 6.

- CALHYPSO describes in detail the thermohydraulic conditions in the steam generator and

the secondary circuit in order to precisely model the behavior of the reaction products.

CALHYPSO is part of the REPSO code, the purpose of which is to study the evolution of

the behavior of the detectors in Super Phenix and to estimate the potential damage to the heat

exchange bundle from wastage in the event of a leak.

BASICS OF THE MODEL

HYDET and CALHYPSO simulate three types of phenomenon as follows :

- the operation of a secondary circuit in order to determine the flow-rate, the temperature and

the pressure of the sodium at every point (simplified model in HYDET);

- the evolution in time and space of the concentration of hydrogen in the sodium, including:

. the formation of reactive products in the sodium water jet,

. sodium transport of the products formed,

. soda dissociation and dissolving of gaseous hydrogen during transport;

- the hydrogen concentration measuring process, including:

. hydrogen diffusion through the nickel membrane to the vacuum circuit and
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. the response of the ion pump and the mass spectrometer of the vacuum circuit.

The treatment of each of these types of phenomenon is described under separate headings
below.

Operation of a secondary circuit (CALIIYPSO code)

The circuit is described as an assembly of blocks connected in parallel or in series. Each block

contains pipes necessarily connected in series. The pipes arc characterized by length, diameter,

angle of inclination from the vertical and, possibly, a coefficient of singular pressure loss.

Pumps are a special case of pipe characterized by a polynomial relation between its flow and its

upstream/downstream pressure differential. The operator designates a pressure reference point

in this circuit, plus a point locating the leak and a point locating the detector.

The spatial distributions of the pressures and flows are computed automatically by applying the

Bernoulli equation and the law of conservation of mass. The spatial distribution of the

temperatures is obtained from correlations entered by the operator, specifically:

- constant temperature for isothermal operating rtrjvnes,

- linear evolution in the pipes linking the exchangers for high power regimes,

- polynomial evolution in the exchangers. The polynomials are elaborated by the least squares

method, based on the results obtained by heat exchanger operating codes.

Evolution of hydrogen concentration in (he sodium

a - ftcactive jet

The reactive water sodium jet releases hydrogen gas, soda and sodium oxides and

hydrides according to the chemical reactions presented in the introduction. The detector

itself is sensitive to the hydrogen in gaseous form and in dissolved, hydride form. The

models of detector operation thus focus on the behavior of the soda, the hydrogen gas

and the sodium hydrides. The proportion of these constituents in the jet exit is not

known. One simple hypothesis consists in considering solely the total reaction :

Na(l) + H2O(I, g) -> NaOH(l) + 1/2 H2(g) (1)

and taking into account the stoichiometric proportions of the hydrogen gas and soda. This

hypothesis must be verified by specific tests.
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b - Behaviour of hvdroeen gas

The hydrogen bubbles move relative to the liquid sodium and become dissolved during

this movement. Together, these two phenomena distribute the sodium hydride source

term across various points of the circuit. There may therefore not be considered to be a

single injection point (ie. the one where the leak is localized). Consequently, it is

necessary to simulate the motion of the bubbles and their dissolution in order to correctly

distribute this source term.

The general computation of the motion of gas bubbles in a liquid contained in an

environment of complex geometry is difficult. However, some simplifying assumptions

are possible in the case of the small leaks which are the subject of our study. These

assumptions are:

- the presence of a gas does not alter the flow of liquid sodium;

- at each instant, we consider that the hydrogen gas is represented by N spherical

bubbles that attain their equilibrium size at the jet exit;

- the bubbles are in a homogeneous medium and are independent of one another; their

motion is governed by a balance between the forces of drag and buoyancy; due to the

low density of the hydrogen, the inertia can be overlooked;

- the diameter of the bubbles evolves according to the thermohydraulic conditions

(pressure and temperature) and according to their dissolution in the sodium in the

relation:

Na(l) + 1/2 H2(g) <-> NaHO.sln) (2)

Under these assumptions, two correlations are introduced into the model:

- A relation between the diameter of the bubbles and their slip velocity. This relation is

currently derived from measurements made on chemical reactors with substances other

than hydrogen and sodium. Additional, specific tests are envisaged

- A relation expressing the change in the radius of a bubble of hydrogen as a function of

temperature:

dx
dt

Iogiok = 6,16-

- k
2700

rinmm
Tin°K

(WHITTINGHAM7)

(4)

(5)
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By analyzing the motion and the dissolution of bubbles in terms of these two correlations,

one can calculate the contribution of gaseous hydrogen to the increase in concentration of

sodium hydride at every point in the circuit.

c - Transport of dissolved products

The sodium hydride and the soda are entrained by the sodium. We write the conservation

of mass for each pollutant as :

(6)

where nip = mass of the pollutant

Vp = velocity of the pollutant

Sp = source term

Or, neglecting the mass of the pollutant compared with that of the liquid:

^ Cp m, + V Cp m, V, + Vg = Sp

where Cp = concentration of the pollutant

mi = mass of the liquid

V| = velocity of the liquid

g = term of sliding of the pollutant

The slip term is classically modelled by means of a diffusion equation:'

g = - m , D 1 V C p

(7)

(8)

Preliminary calculations, carried out using an estimate of the turbulent diffusion

coefficient Dt, showed that it was possible to neglect the slip term without affecting the

results. In fact, the diffusive effect introduced by the bubble slip is less than the diffusive

effect introduced by the numerical discretization, in spite of the precautions taken to limit

the latter phenomenon.

The equation for conservation of the mass of the pollutant is thus limited to:

ji Cp m, + V Cp mi V| = Sp (9)
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The problem being treated one-dimensionally, we get:

| j - Cp m, V| = Sp (10)

The equation is treated numerically for two reasons:

- To minimize !hc numerical diffusion in most of the pipes. The pitch of the meshing is

dt Vi
therefore selected to yield a Courant number ' ' very close to I.

- To replace the multidimensional effects in certain pipes by an effect of numerical

diffusion obtained by adjusting the mesh pitch.

d - Dissociation of the soda

The sodium hydride source term is the sum of the hydride produced by the dissolution of

the hydrogen gas and that produced by the dissociation of the soda according to the

following equation :

2Na(l) + NaOH(l) <-> NaH(l.sln) + Na2O(l.sIn)

According to the experiments by NAUD 8, this reaction is a first order one:

(3)

The value of the coefficient K has been the subj'ect of much research in various

laboratories. The published results are unfortunately highly dispersed and inconsistent,

probably because the experimental conditions differed considerably. This is why EDF is

undertaking special-focus tests in which the thermohydraulic conditions and the product

concentrations characteristic of small water leaks into the sodium are represented.

Measurement of the hydrogen concentration

a - Diffusion through Ihe nickel membrane

The previously calculated hydrogen concentration is located upstream of the nickel

membrane. An infinitesimally small pan of this hydrogen (typically 1 molecule per

100,000) moves through the membrane, to the ultra-high vacuum circuit of the detectors.

This traverse occurs in three stages, namely:

- dissolution of the hydrogen at the sodium-side surface,

- diffusion through the wall,

- exit of the gas into the vacuum circuit.

At equilibrium, the rate of diffusion is proportional to the gradient of concentration on the

two faces of the membrane according to Fick's first law.

q=SJJ.(Cl.c2)
(12)

where q = diffused molar flow-rate

S, e = surface area, thickness of the membrane

D = nickel's coefficient of diffusion

C|, C2 = surface concentration on sodium side, on vacuum side

This equation is completed by the Sicvert equations expressing the solubility of

hydrogen in nickel and in sodium:

(13)

On the vacuum side, the hydrogen pressure Pv is of the order of 10'5 Torr. It can be

disregarded. Thus:

Letting P = kNi D, we get:

where P = permeability of hydrogen

kNa = solubility of hydrogen in sodium

These two coefficients evolve exponentially with temperature.

P o = 3.2510-7mole/m/s/Pa

E = 5.37 10 4 J/mole (ROBERTSON 9)

(H)

(15)

(16)
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kN, = 627exp- 2SÜ

kN, in ppb (10"9 kg H2/kg A/a) /VFä

(17)

In transient operation, each phase of the traverse evolves at its own rate and the slowest

velocity traverse governs the overall speed of the process. In the case at hand, it is

diffusion through the wall which is the slowest. This follows Fick's second law:

(18)

It is possible to treat this equation using a class finite difference method. However, the

problem being linear, it is faster to convolute the evolution of the hydrogen concentration

in the sodium upstream from the membrane, by the impulse response of the membrane.

The flow rate of the hydrogen introduced into the vacuum circuit is then expressed by the

following convolution product:

q(0= CN.(x)g(t-T)dT
Jo

(19)

with:

The diffusion coefficient D evolves exponentially with the temperature:

D = Doexpj- £A

D o = 7.77 10"7m2/s

E = 4.12 104 J/mole (ROBERTSON 9)

(20)

(21)

b - Response of the vacuum circuit

The vacuum circuit comprises three main components as follows:
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- an ion pump which provides a constant volumetric rate of hydrogen absorption, called

the pumping speed,

- a mass spectrometer which delivers a current proportional to the partial hydrogen

pressure,

- a calibration device, termed "standard leak".

Overlooking the response time of the vacuum circuit, it is easy to show that the mass

spectrometer output current is proportional to the rate of flow of hydrogen through the

membrane. Since this coefficient of proportionality cannot be accurately determined by

calculation due to the numerous settings and adjustments made on the instruments, it is

obtained using the standard leak.

The standard leak is a reservoir containing hydrogen, the pressure of which is measured.

It is separated from the vacuum circuit by a nickel membrane. By heating the membrane

to a controlled temperature, we cause hydrogen to diffuse in the vacuum circuit at a flow

rate known from the equations written in the above paragraphs. This test serves to

determine the calibration coefficient for the mass spectrometer.

This makes available a relation between the current delivered by the detector and the

hydrogen concentration upstream of the membrane. This completes the last step in the

modelling of the hydrogen detectors' response.

APPLYING THE MODELS

Application of the HYDET and CALIIYPSO software to fulfill the three objectives set at the

start of model development is not fully operational. We consider that, so far, we can correctly

model the response to hydrogen injections. We can thus use the codes to compare the

performance of different detection system architectures and to check the evolution of the state of

a detector over time. However, the possibility of back-tracking to the flow-rate of a leak from

the signal delivered by a detector is not yet realized. We do know how to trace back to the flow-

rate of a hydrogen injection, but certain data are lacking that would allow us to transpose the

application to the case of water leaks. Such data should soon be available thanks to the

MEPH YSTO trials underway at EDF. To accurately describe the current stale of the art, this

section is divided into three parts, respectively covering:

- how the application calculations are performed, particularly within the REPSO code, based

on the results of CALIIYPSO,

- the results obtained in applying the models to the case of hydrogen injections,

- the testing of MEPIIYSTO on water leak applications.
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Calculation methods

In order to limit the calculation times, the IIYDET code does not model the behavior of

hydrogen bubbles but rather considers that they alter the evolution of the injection flow-rate

which the operator must estimate. CALHYPSO overcomes this problem at the price of a

greater computing load. Nevertheless, to the extent that the simulated process is linear, it is

possible to use the results of CALHYPSO without having to restart the module several times.

The selected method consists in calculating the impulse response of the circuit after, obviously,

having set an injection point, the nature of the injected fluid, the thermohydraulic conditions and

a measuring point. CALHYPSO trends the hydrogen concentration upstream of the detector

membrane, corresponding to an impulse injected at any point in the circuit. Fig. 6 shows the

impulse response to a hydrogen injection in the inlet piping of the Super Phenix steam

generator, under given thermohydraulic conditions.

REPSO utilizes this impulse response to compute, by convolution, the change in concentration

associated with an injection the flow-rate of which varies in any given way over time.

Moreover, REPSO determines the impulse response of the detector membrane by applying the

equation given under our heading, "Measurement of the Hydrogen Concentration". It is then

possible to convolute the evolution of the concentration in the sodium by this impulse response,

to calculate the rate at which hydrogen is introduced into the vacuum circuit. The detector's

response is then found by scaling up, using the results of a standard leak.

Hydrogen
Concentration (ppb)

100

1
1 A

\ A .
/ \s

\

• . . 1*j Time (sec)

o.o (00.0

Figure 6 - Example of an impulse response
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Application to (he case of hydrogen injections

a - Comparing the performance of monitoring devices

The response of the BDH detection devices installed in Super Phenix was recorded in the

course of numerous hydrogen injections. These injections served to determine the

parameters of the secondary circuits of the power plant: mass of sodium in motion,

locating of mixing due to the multidimensional effects of the flow. With these parameters

known, it is possible to predict the performance of the BDH systems and compare it with

the performance of other devices presented previously.

The study was done by HYDET. It considers the responses to a leak in the top part of

the tube bundle nt rated output. In (his case simplifying assumptions, such as that the

hydrogen gas dissolves immediately and the soda dissociates immediately, allow one to

reason directly in terms of water leak flow-rate. The results presented in Fig. 7 show the

obvious performance improvement associated with the use of HDD, and especially that

would be provided by installing multi-channel detectors.

This study was continued utilizing as inputs the laws of growth of leaks found in the

GRIGNOTIN and MICROMEGAS loops and the wastage correlations established, in

particular, on the SUPER JONAS installation according the method presented in

Ref. 10. It demonstrated that no secondary leak would occur before detection by a multi

channel detector, since the loss of thickness of a target tube would be less than half the

initial thickness of the tube.

1000
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Hulti 1

I' ' I

a_ I. . I ' • • • • I
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Witer Itik (low n t i Ig/i)

Figure 7 - Comparative performances of hydrogen detection systems
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b - Detector performance trends

The quality of the nickel membranes may evolve over time either due to aging or to an

anomaly such as accidental oxidation. Hydrogen injections are therefore made

periodically at Super Phenix to check the condition of the membranes. The REPSO

code makes easier and improves the interpretation of their results.

Three parameters are determined using the ROSENBROCK optimization method ' ' :

- the efficiency of BDH sampling. The sample is taken from the center of the steam

generator outlet piping. The concentration there is not uniform because of three-

dimensional flow effects. The trap is placed so that its efficiency is greater than 1,

- the permeability of the membrane,

- the membrane diffusion coefficient.

These three parameters are adjusted simultaneously such that the model resets as

accurately as possible and automatically to the experimental curve. After resetting, the

detector sensitivity and response time are calculated thanks to the optimized model. Fig. 8

shows the good agreement between the reset model and the experimental curve. It also

indicates that two BDH detectors installed on the same steam generator can have different

characteristics.

Detector signal (pA)
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c - Calculation of the injection flow-rale

The purpose of calculating the injection flow-rate is ultimately to trace back to the leak

flow-rate, in the event of an incident, in view of determining the potential damage to the

tube bundle. The same method is in fact used for hydrogen injections and water leaks

alike. Only the circuit impulse responses differ.

The principle adopted consists in deconvoluting the signal from the detectors with an

impulse response, allowing for the phenomena occurring in the secondary circuit and for

the transfer into the membrane and the vacuum circuit. The impulse response is computed

by CALHVPSO and the dcconvolution is performed in REPSO. In practice this

consists in inverting a matrix by a conjugate gradient method.

Fig. 9 shows the result obtained for a constant-rate injection picked up by two detectors

installed on a Super Phenix steam generator. As can be seen, the mean change in flow-

rate is calculated correctly. The oscillations arc due to numerical phenomena and can be

attenuated by filtering. Their incidence on the calculation of potential damage will be small

to the extent that the laws of wastage are continuous.

Hydrogen
flow-rate (g/s)
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/
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Figure 9 - Hydrogen flow-rate calculated by deconvolution
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Figure 8 - Comparison between experimental values (+) and Reset Model (-).
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Application to the case of water leaks Three scries of tests arc planned for this installation :

Application of the codes to the case of water leaks requires additional information concerning

the behavior of reactive products in the sodium, in the conditions representative of a secondary

circuit, specifically:

- the proportion of the products leaving the reactive jet,

- the kinetics of the soda's dissociation and

- the behavior of the hydrogen gas.

The experimental MEPHYSTO installation is intended to yield this data. It consists of the

following components (Fig. 10):

- a pipe approximately 60 m long and with a constant, 83 mm diameter, filled with sodium

and fitted with six hydrogen detectors and two oxygen detectors, evenly spaced along the

pipe,

- an injector at the test cell inlet to make soda, hydrogen and water injections at sufficiently

small flow-rates to not increase the concentration of hydrogen in the sodium to more than

0.5 ppm,

- an expansion tank of a few liters, located just downstream of the injector to recover gaseous

hydrogen leaving the reactive jet. This tank is fitted with a level gauge to measure the volume

of hydrogen produced,

- a vertical tube 4 m long equipped with electromagnetic flowmeters and, at the bottom, with a

hydrogen injector.

Expansion tank

Hydrogenneitr.Otygtnmtltr

«J H 2 .Ar Injection

- soda injections, made at different sodium temperatures to determine the kinetics of the soda's

dissociation, based upon the response of the hydrogen detectors,

- water injections designed to measure the proportion of hydrogen gas al (he jet exit,

- hydrogen injections intended to estimate the bubbles' rate of rise in counterflow to the

sodium stream.

These experiments will be interpreted by adjusting the parameters of a behavior model of the

products to the results found experimentally.

CONCLUSION

Improvements to hydrogen detection systems should greatly reduce the risk of damage in the

event of a water leak in a steam generator. The development of multi-channel systems is very

promising since their estimated performance indicate their ability to preclude secondary leaks in

steam generators like those in the Super Phenix. This development is being carried out

concurrently with the development of numerical models enhancing our understanding of the

operation of the detectors. The models discussed already provide tools thai allow design

engineers to optimize monitoring system architectures and allow operators to periodically check

the operation of existing protective systems. In the short run, they will enable the leak rale to be

determined, based on information from the detectors, in the event of loss of lightness of a steam

generator. An operator will then be able to deduce the potential damage to the tube bundle, an

important item among the considerations for restoring equipment to service.

MEPHYSTO test cell

Cold trapping
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Figure 10 - SARA loop and MEPHYSTO test cell
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